Illness Manager from HuRis Now Available on SAP® App Center

By integrating with SAP® SuccessFactors® solutions, Illness Manager from HuRis helps manage sickness
reporting for organizations
Culemborg — 25th of March 2020 — HuRis today announced that its Illness Manager app is now available on SAP®
App Center, the digital marketplace for SAP partner offerings. Illness Manager integrates with SAP®
SuccessFactors® Employee Central and helps assure full control of the illness reporting processes for employees.
“With Illness manager from HuRis, organizations have more control over the illness reporting process for employees
and can , helping businesses to assure that they take better care of their people while also contributing to a shorter
period of absence,” commented Sander Surewaard of HuRis.
Illness Manager integrates with SAP SuccessFactors solutions to provide the following benefits:
1. Help to ensure compliance with legal regulations concerning sickness and recovery
2. Support for managers to actively reintegrate employees after illness
3. The ability to create a complete digital file with reintegration reports and activities
4. The ability to leverage a tool that is “Poortwachter” (only for the Netherlands) compliant
At SAP App Center, businesses can discover approximately 1,800 innovative partner solutions that integrate with and
extend SAP solutions. The solutions are SAP-validated and can be sorted by SAP product line, industry, solution type
and use-case scenario, creating a seemingly endless supply of opportunities. Find, try, buy and manage SAP partner
solutions digitally at www.sapappcenter.com.
HuRis is a partner in the SAP PartnerEdge® program. As such, it is empowered to build, market and sell software
applications on top of market-leading technology platforms from SAP. The SAP PartnerEdge program provides the
enablement tools, benefits and support to facilitate building high-quality, disruptive applications focused on specific
business needs – quickly and cost-effectively. The program provides access to all relevant SAP technologies in one
simple framework under a single, global contract.
About HuRis
HuRis (founded in 1998) concentrates on supporting HR processes with SAP SuccessFactors solutions for the
purpose of helping organizations optimize and automate their human experience management (HXM) systems. With
more than 800 projects for international organizations of all sizes, HuRis has proven that it can help businesses with
implementation and high quality add-ons, developed in house. HuRis delivers fast results at reasonable cost to help
ensure organizations have access to dependable solutions, realized through proven techniques. HuRis provides
support to businesses whenever they use its products - now and in the future.
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